
The Invisible Hand 

separable 
from nothing 

she was 
very much here and only here 

a lone synthete 
thumps the ground to the swirls of blue music 

trumpets of orange 
and clattering of metal timbres 

scattered across a thousand seas 

she a mountain 
her head hovered  

a temple above the clouds 
beneath  thoughts lapped at the ridge of the curve 

her feet tapered away from nothing really 
somewhere a library 

10 euro 50 entry 
no head 

mountain head 

on the other side of the room he saw a woman 
foaming at the mouth 

her eyes rolled back into her head and her body slipping 
she was dancing on top of a beam above the dance floor 

fuck, he thought and made towards the base of the beam 

with each forward gesture he felt his body slowing down 
dreamlike 

in marshmallow air 
the hairs on his head hovered 

each strand strung 
the highest pitch on a violin 

calling 
through  

marshmallow mesh 

further away still 
this other man  

embedded 
with seeing this man 

with a violence 
in a fist 



and later a head hitting 
cold  

concrete 

he felt his movement  
thrust upon his heart 
some pain in his cock 

some tearing in the gut 

all the pointless nights  
spent  

trying to fuck 
out all the deepest darkest desires 
they giggle playfully at his surface 

he steps from building to building in dreams 
a thousand houselights pulled inwards to the heart 

he meets his parents at the top of an old mill and he tells them its over 

the water kept rising above the city 
the cathedral 

it’s really over he says 
please don’t hurt me anymore 

the waves  
just float 

his father 
walking to work 
the day before 

one foot 
and then another 

these here 
he thinks 

demonstrates  
it all keeps going  

keeps moving 

after pleasure and pain 
before, 

the things i have done 

banana sandwich 
at the lunch break 

kids in the kids section 
reading about  

fucking 
thinking 

i don’t care 



(he couldn’t) 

banana oozed between his teeth 
demonic 

beckonings 
re-emerge from the bardo 

passing the light  
he has passed a thousand times over 

emma draws a circle, she’s in the library 
doing nothing again  

sticky 
philosophically 

day off 
quite alone again  
trying to create 

something  
out of nothing 

her hand compulsively circles the same blue biro outline. 
pulling her thoughts back to a time when she was young. 

waking up super early for school 
birds calling clearer than day 

too fresh 
too clean 

too much time 
and after years she felt a similar dull pain to now 

a future of forever and nothingness. 

but now she knew  
12 years working in a kitchen 

 real nothingness 
 a waste 

 a real joke 

in herself she felt, deep down in her gut 
an inability 

to follow it all through 

taking another bite of food before the first is swallowed 

where was her story? 
this, she supposed, the hungry ghost, the bored ghost 

she saw blue dotted with drizzle 
 creeping through the obstructed window 



eternity framed by aged plastic beams 
it framed memory in-distinguished, waiting and wanting 

she found herself in this view 
 in the space in between 

torness 
 always torness 

 in the space in between 

her hand was speeding up now 

where was her story 

what the fuck happened 

the circle flowing now, like a clock 
 like a wave 
she shivers 

the second hand wavers 

his teeth grind on the edge of collapse 
where he was 

and she 
and he 

was by a crossroad 
at an angle obtuse 

in which any action become the actions of the other 
by an invisible hand 

circling 

the wave takes them up 
up the mountain 

going up 
up like mohammed boxer 

up where time stops 

he keeps ascending  
balanced on beams of light 

calling across planes 

Pop. Her head blows up. 

trumpets of orange 
and clattering of metals 

scattered across a thousand seas 
  

no head 

 floating in marshmallow land


